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Introducing the digital version of our alumni newsletter! The transition 
from the print to digital medium sees space for us to experiment 
further and reinvent ourselves. This digital experience is our drive 
onto the interactive highway where communication with our alumni 
is key. 

Rising above the limitations of the print medium, space will be less of 
an issue; we will no longer be obsessed with the inches of space. It 
will also allow for easier and faster access by our readers, with mobile 
technology enhancing this revolution. 

Our Newsletter Editorial Group will have a better platform to engage 
the alumni and have more inspiration to expand their repertoire as 
the narrative unfolds. We are up to and look forward the challenge!

Editor’s Note

And as imagination bodies forth
The forms of things unknown, the poet’s pen
Turns them to shapes and gives to airy nothing

A local habitation and a name.

William Shakespeare 
(from A Midsummer Night’s Dream)

Unfolding the Digital Narrative

Gregory Athastaraj Francis
Editor (Alumni Volunteer)
Newsletter Editorial Group
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Writers: Dennis Tan and Ng Pui Ling
Photographer: Lim Bee Ling (Irin) 
Event Support: Choo Bee Huay

The Korean wave, or Hallyu, has 
seen K-pop – be it funky music, 
impeccable dance choreography 
or TV drama among others – engulf 
Singapore. No great surprise then 
that the response to this workshop 
has been enthusiastic with a full 
take-up rate!

We are 10! Counselling Programme 
Celebrates their 10th Anniversary

On April 1, the 10th anniversary 
of the Counselling programme 
was celebrated in the cozy 
setting of SUSS’s Dining Room. 
In attendance were 15 alumni 
from the first batch of the 
Counselling programme, along 
with Dr Cecilia Soh, Head of our 
Counselling programme, and 
Adjunct Professor Esther Tan.

Writers: Jane Lee and Tan Seow Heang

Read more

Alumni Happenings

Korea 101 Workshop: Seoul-ed Out!
Rate this article after reading!

Rate this article after reading!

Read more
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Cover Story

Remembering Our Roots 
as We Soar
Rate this article after reading!

There are still major steps to take before the 
autonomous status of SUSS is a done deal. We 
remain a private university because while the SUSS 
Bill has been passed in Parliament on May 8, it has 
yet to be gazetted to become a law. Hence, SUSS is 
still subjected to the Private Education Act. The Bill 
must be assented to by Dr Tony Tan, President of 

How is the transition from UniSIM to SUSS progressing?

Singapore, before being gazetted. This final step is 
likely to take place in Q2 or Q3 of this year.

Notwithstanding, the constitution of the university 
has been changed; so from 1 January 2017, the 
University was no longer under the oversight of SIM, 
but is under the ambit of the Ministry of Education.

For those of you who have not caught up with the news – our alma mater is restructuring to become 
Singapore’s sixth autonomous university (AU)!

Among the alumni in the know, questions have been asked about the significance of the shift in status with 
concerns raised regarding the certificate and change of name from SIM University (UniSIM) to Singapore 
University of Social Sciences (SUSS). Professor Cheong Hee Kiat, President of SUSS, enlightens us, as well as 
shares SUSS’s plans for the future.

5

This false impression stems from a premise where 
higher education should be only an academic 
endeavor.  It becomes exclusive and even elitist. 
Misreading the purpose of SUSS’s lower entry 
barrier not only diminishes the profundity of 
education as a social good and learning as 
developmental in nature, it also overlooks the 
University’s role as a place to gain continuing 
education, a second degree, a second wind in life.

I would say the main thing is the continual 
education opportunity; an opportunity to come 
back and teach our students; the opportunity to 
network with our professors and other graduates.

SUSS’s mission of providing inclusive educational 
opportunities will remain. We will continue to 
provide an avenue of many pathways for people to 
get an education. It could be for a full undergraduate 
degree, a graduate degree, or it could just be for 
learning. The ways in which learning can be done is 
not only for our students’ working life, but for their 
own enrichment all the rest of their days.

Prof Cheong also hopes that the alumni, out in 
the workforce, will live true to the name of the 
University. He said: “We hope that our students 
and alumni will have a strong social consciousness; 
will have that understanding of community and 
social needs in their professions, and live out this 
understanding every day of their lives.”

Since UniSIM was formed in 2005, there has been 
public confusion between UniSIM, SIM Global 
Education, SIM Society and SIM itself. A name 
change is needed to differentiate the autonomous 
university from the SIM brand.  SIM took the option 
to retain its brand name, hence UniSIM made the 
change.

Is the acquiring of the autonomous status 
an opportunity to affect the perception of 
the University as being subpar given its low 
entry enrolment requirements?

How will the change benefit the alumni?

What are your aspirations for SUSS?

Why the rename to SUSS and what 
implication does it have on the University’s 
academic offering?

Read more

Our alumni can download an attestation letter 
about the University’s name change from the SUSS 
website for use with their UniSIM certificates and 
transcripts. We will also be re-issuing certificates 
in the SUSS name to UniSIM graduates. The new 
certificate will include a statement indicating that 
the qualification was originally conferred by UniSIM. 
UniSIM graduates must update their particulars and 
register their request via our website. 

Will new certificates be given to the alumni?

Apply hereRead more

Read more

Read more
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http://www.unisim.edu.sg/Alumni/Pages/Degree-Certificate-Request.aspx
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It was raining on March 11 prior 
to the screening of the ‘Kong: 
Skull Island’ movie, but that did 
not deter the turnout of more 
than 500 alumni and their family 
members.

The annual ‘Unwind Saturday 
Meet & Movie’ is a popular event 
for many of our alumni who would 
return faithfully each year, using 
the occasion to catch up with their 
fellow alumni.

Emcee: Denise Germaine Ong
Event Support: Choo Bee Huay, Desmond Tan, Jassmyn Soh, Jayce Teng, Joan Ho, 
Josephine Oei, Ng Chin Chin, Serene Ong and Vincent Ang.

A Rip-roaring Success
Unwind Saturday Meet & Movie: 
Kong – Skull Island

Writers: Dennis Tan and Janet Yong

"TGIF! Thank goodness it’s Friday, 
indeed! The day that signals the 
end of a hectic work week. For me, 
that’s for sure.

After-work Chill-out: We Raised the Bar

Writer: Dennis Tan

   Read what our
   alumni said!

Rate this article after reading!

Rate this article after reading!

Alumni Happenings

Read more

Read more
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Click for more details

For event information and registration, please click on the event artwork. 
Payment will not be required until the minimum sign-up is fulfilled.

From the Director’s Desk

Welcome to the first issue of the e-Newsletter. We 
are very excited to bring you a slew of new(s) and 
news!

2017 is a new beginning for the university.  
The new(s):
New brand name, the Singapore University of Social 
Sciences or SUSS in short (to be read as S-U-S-S 
instead of “suss”) which was announced officially 
on 17 March 2017
New upcoming status as Singapore’s newest 
autonomous university (AU) 
New logo in refreshing and new corporate colours. 

As our alumni, you will:
continue to be a member of our alumni community, 
bearing a new identity as SUSS alumni
be eligible for a new SUSS certificate to formalise 
this recognition for your use in future career 
advancement or membership applications. This 
is only applicable for certificates awarded by SIM 
University. 

‘Connecting UniSIM’ had been our main platform 
to share news and university developments with 
our alumni all these years. From this issue onwards, 
our publication will also have new beginnings. For 
us at Alumni Relations, we are excited to bring you 

the news via a new e-format. This comes to you in a 
new “package”, SUSScribe! Do read more about the 
significance of this name. 

Our Newsletter Editorial Group (NEG) volunteers 
have worked hard alongside us to brainstorm and 
gear up for this issue. We aim to bring more exciting 
news to you in bite-sized capsules.

We know that for some of you, having a new 
University name can spark fears that alumni 
memories and traditions aren't treasured.

As UniSIM alumni, you do feel connected to your 
alma mater and have pride in the institution. We 
treasure this heritage too and will be preserving 
many of our UniSIM memorabilia to remember our 
roots and pioneering years.

•

•

•

•

•

New(s) and News, 
Projecting a New Touchpoint

Evelyn Chong
Director
Office of Student and Alumni Relations 

Upcoming Events

Read more

Read more

http://www.suss.edu.sg/Alumni/Pages/Kong-Skull-Island.aspx
http://www.suss.edu.sg/Alumni/Pages/We-Raised-the-Bar.aspx
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http://www.suss.edu.sg/Alumni/Pages/What%27s-In-A-Name.aspx
http://www.suss.edu.sg/Alumni/Pages/Director%27s-Desk-June-2017.aspx
http://www.suss.edu.sg/Alumni/Pages/Overview.aspx
https://www.cognitoforms.com/SUSS1/MarineBikingTrail
http://www.suss.edu.sg/Alumni/Pages/Overview.aspx
http://www.suss.edu.sg/Alumni/Pages/Overview.aspx
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Special Deals
The SUSS Alumni Relations works with more than 40 merchants to provide our alumni with discounts on a 

wide range of products and services. Present your alumni card to enjoy these exclusive discounts!

All information is correct at time of publication and is subject to change without prior notice.
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